KCNA Slams U.S. Provocative Act to Scuttle Denuclearization Process of
Korean Peninsula
Pyongyang, August 18 (KCNA) -- The United States is again raising the "human
rights issue" of the DPRK.
This is clearly evidenced by the fact that U.S. President Bush during his junket to
Asian countries blustered that he would handle the "human rights issue" as "an
element for negotiations with north Korea."
We categorically dismiss this as a premeditated act of the U.S. to deliberately throw
a hurdle in the process of the six-party talks and, furthermore, go without
implementing points of the October 3 agreement on denuclearizing the Korean
Peninsula.
As far as the "human rights issue" touted by the U.S. is concerned, it is a trite
method it employed whenever it felt it necessary to delay or scuttle the talks in a bid
to pursue its hostile policy toward the DPRK.
This is clearly proved by the whole process of the six-party talks.
At the third session of the six-party talks held in June 2004 all the parties to the
talks agreed in unison to abide by the principles of "words for words" and "action for
action".
But no sooner had the talks come to an end than the U.S. enacted and put into force
the "North Korean Human Rights Act". It went the lengths of peddling the story of
the "test of poisonous gas on human bodies" based on "testimonies made by defectors
from the north", thus branding the DPRK as a "human rights abuser".
Even after the adoption of the September 19 joint statement in 2005 the U.S.
escalated "human rights offensive" against the DPRK, talking about "counterfeiting"
and "drug smuggling", thus throwing a big hurdle in the progress of the six-party talks
and the implementation of the joint statement.
It even cooked up the story of "illegal trafficking" and applied sanctions against the
dialogue partner, thus completely scuttling the already scheduled six-party talks and
putting the talks in a stalemate for more than one year.
The "human rights" ruckus again kicked up by the U.S. is a product of its deliberate
scheme to deter the six-party talks from making progress and completely scuttle the
denuclearization process on the Korean Peninsula.
As already known, the DPRK submitted an accurate and complete nuclear
declaration according to the October 3 agreement of the six-party talks.
The U.S., however, has not honored its commitment to write the DPRK off the list
of "state sponsors of terrorism", a key political compensation in concluding the
implementation of the agreement, although the date it promised to do so has already
passed.
This is obviously a violation of the principle of "action for action" essential for
realizing denuclearization.
The implementation of the agreed points of the six-party talks has been delayed due
to the U.S. perfidious attitude.
However, the U.S. raised the "human rights issue" before the deadline it set as
regards the delisting of the DPRK as a "state sponsor of terrorism". Lurking behind
this is its sinister intention to shirk off the responsibility for the delayed
implementation of the agreement on to the DPRK.
This proves that the U.S. has sought the sinister purpose of putting pressure upon
the DPRK while letting the talks to drag on without any results, showing no interest in
settling the nuclear issue between the DPRK and the U.S. through the talks from their

outset.
Explicitly speaking, there is no "human rights issue" much touted by the U.S. in the
DPRK.
The Korean people fully enjoy genuine freedom and rights under the socialist
system where all people form a big family. It is the consistent popular policy of the
DPRK government to fully guarantee the rights of the citizens in a responsible
manner.
In the DPRK based on the man-centered Juche idea all working people do labor
according to their abilities and wishes and lead a genuine life, given ample
opportunity of learning.
It is absolutely illogical for the U.S. to talk about the "human rights issue" while
ignoring such reality.
There is the most serious human rights issue in the U.S. as it is a rogue state that
exterminated tens of millions of native Indians and accumulated wealth through slave
trade and flesh traffic and a country where the almighty dollar principle and the fin de
sickle lifestyle based on the law of the jungle prevail.
The impoverishment of Americans in the mental and cultural lives is actively
fostered institutionally, driving them into the abyss of corruption, despair and crimes.
This is a true picture of the American society today.
The U.S. administration fabricated the "Cuban Adjustment Act", thus causing huge
casualties and preventing independent countries from making progress for the past
more than four decades. It even infringed upon the sovereignty of Iraq by force of
arms on the basis of false information and indiscriminately dropped bombs upon
heads of innocent and peaceable citizens and children. This was the most vivid
manifestation of human rights abuses.
The U.S. cursed and censured as the kingpin of human rights abuses is still
behaving as if it were a "human rights judge". This is nothing but a poor charade of
the U.S. which does not know where it stands and does not feel ashamed of itself.
The "human rights" piffle made by the U.S. high-ranking officials indicates that
they have no stand to recognize and respect the dialogue partner.
The U.S. is persisting in the politically motivated provocations as evidenced by the
ruckus kicked up over the non-existent "human rights issue" in the DPRK, an
indication of its deep-rooted hostility and inveterate enmity toward the DPRK. This
attitude leaves the DPRK and the countries concerned skeptical about the U.S.
intention to implement the points of the October 3 agreement.
Such provocative acts of the U.S. as slandering and pulling up its dialogue partner
can never help the talks make any progress in the positive direction.
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